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Abstract

BACKGROUND
Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia (SPEM) is a potential preneoplastic lesion.

AIM
To elucidate the microRNA (miR)-7-mediated preventive and inhibitive effects of Yiwei Xiaooyu granules (YWXY) in SPEM lesions.

METHODS
Gastric mucosa biopsies were collected from chronic atrophic gastritis patients and healthy people with signed informed consent. YWXY was administered to the mice with induced SPEM by tamoxifen, and the gastric mucosa was harvested on the tenth day of the experiment. Then immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence were performed to validate the SPEM, lesions and the potential mechanism was investigated. RNA transcripts were detected with reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction.

RESULTS
The expression of miR-7 was downregulated in the SPEM lesions, and expression of trefoil factor 2 (TFF2) and clusterin was high in the human gastric mucosa. In vivo experiments showed that YWXY could inhibit the cell proliferation in the tamoxifen-induced SPEM lesions by regulating Ki67. Simultaneously, YWXY could restore the expression of miR-7 by regulating TFF2 by detection with immunofluorescence but not with reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction, indicating its potential mechanism of targeting miR-7 by mediating
The expression of vascular endothelial growth factor-β and gastric intrinsic factor was restored within 3 d of YWXY administration for the SPEM lesions, speculating that the possible mechanism of YWXY is to inhibit the development and progression of SPEM by regulating vascular endothelial growth factor-β and gastric intrinsic factor.

**CONCLUSION**

miR-7 downregulation is an early event in SPEM through regulation of TFF2 in human gastric mucosa. YWXY is able to inhibit the cell proliferation and restore the expression of miR-7 by mediating TFF2 in the SPEM mouse model.

**Key Words:** Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia; Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules; MicroRNA-7; Chronic atrophic gastritis; Trefoil factor 2; Gastric precancerous lesions
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**Core Tip:** We showed evidence that microRNA-7 downregulation is an early event in the cascade from metaplasia to gastric cancer and that it contributes to the establishment of an intestinal expression profile through regulation of trefoil factor 2 in both human gastric mucosa and *in vivo* experiments. To the best of our knowledge, we used the spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia mouse model for the first time to reveal the effectiveness and the potential mechanism of Chinese medicine Yiwei Xiaoyu granules for the precursor of gastric adenocarcinoma.

**INTRODUCTION**

Gastric cancer is one of the most frequent and deadly cancers worldwide[1]. The Correa pathway from gastritis to gastric cancer including the oxyntic atrophy (loss of acid-secreting parietal cells) and the development of spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia (SPEM) has been well described. SPEM and intestinal metaplasia (IM) have been considered as preneoplastic lesions, whereas SPEM is the first metaplastic lesion to evolve and probably progresses to IM[2-4]. Therefore, it is important to clarify the cause of parietal cell atrophy and the regulatory mechanisms for the chief cell transdifferentiation to explore novel treatments for the gastric precancerous lesions and eventually prevent the occurrence of gastric cancer.

The international consensus has recommended follow-up or endoscopic resection of the precancerous lesions of the stomach; however, it has been reported that gastric IM still persisted even after successful eradication of low-grade dysplasia with radiofrequency ablation[5,6]. In the previous work, our group proved that Yiwei Xiaoyu granules (YWXY) could improve the mucosa atrophy, IM and dysplasia of chronic gastric gastritis (CAG) in the clinic trial[7]. Then we optimized water reflux extraction technology and established the quality standard of YWXY[8,9]. In addition, we explored the mechanism of how YWXY inhibits atrophy and IM of the stomach using a rat model[10,11]. However, the specific mechanism of YWXY still remains largely unknown.

In our previous work, we found that targeting some microRNAs (miRNAs) could prevent or retard the occurrence and development of gastric cancer and its precancerous lesions, such as miR-7 and let-7[12-14]. miR-7a-5p and miR-7a-3p strand consist of a short duplex mature miRNA, and miR-7a-5p has been the focus of the majority of studies and is commonly referred to as “miR-7”[15]. miR-7 has been proved to be a novel prognostic biomarker and potential therapeutic target by mediating p65 and activating NF-κB[16]. Based on our prior investigation, the expression of miR-7 in gastric cancer was decreased compared with the matched normal tissues and adjacent
Therefore, we hypothesized that miR-7 might serve as a suppressor gene in the process of SPEM progression into gastric cancer. Furthermore, in the light of these facts that YWXY could relieve or even reverse the atrophy and IM of rat mucosa by inhibiting NF-κB [10], we assumed that YWXY could inhibit the progression of gastric mucosa metaplasia even in the earlier phase such as SPEM.

Here, we detected the expression of miR-7 in SPEM with CAG biopsy samples and demonstrated the therapeutic effect of YWXY for the SPEM model induced by tamoxifen, in order to illustrate the possible mechanism.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Ethics approval and sample collection**

Animal experiments and human sample management were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the Ethics Committee of Chongqing Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine. All participants signed informed consent forms. From October 2019 to June 2020, 35 pairs of gastric endoscopic biopsy samples, including 30 CAG, and 5 healthy volunteers, were collected from the Department of Gastroenterology, Chongqing Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine. The diagnostic standards of CAG followed the Consensus on Chronic Gastritis [17], while the diagnostic standards of normal gastric mucosa with healthy volunteers followed the suggestion from Watanabe et al [18].

**Animals and drug injections**

A total of 24 male wild-type mice were purchased from the Institute of Chinese Medicine in Chongqing. They were divided into four groups randomly, including normal group, model group, low-dose group of YWXY and high-dose group of YWXY, and 6 mice were in each group. From the first to the tenth day of the experiment, the mice in low-and high-dose group of YWXY were gavaged with YWXY (15 g/kg daily and 20 g/kg daily, respectively). To establish the model of SPEM, tamoxifen was intraperitoneally injected (3 mg/20 g mouse body weight) from the eighth day of the experiment for 3 consecutive days [19]. Mice in the normal group were gavaged with saline for 10 consecutive days. On the eleventh day of the experiment, after euthanasia, stomachs were immediately excised, and the gastric body was cut into three parts and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. One part was stored at -20 °C, and the other two parts were stored with paraffin embedding.

**Preparation of the medicine**

YWXY components were obtained from the pharmacy department of Chongqing Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine and identified by two pharmacological experts, and were prepared as described previously [10,11]. Standard extraction technology for YWXY was used [8,9].

**Immunohistochemistry**

After deparaffinization and hydration, slides underwent antigen retrieval via cooking in saline sodium citrate (pH 6.0). Slides were blocked with 3% H$_2$O$_2$ at room temperature for 15 min and flushed with distilled water three times (5 min/time). Primary antibodies, including anti-intrinsic factor antibody (1:20, ab171418, Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom), anti-trefoil factor 2 (TFF2) antibody (1:200, ab203237, Abcam), vascular endothelial growth factor-β (VEGF-B) antibody (1:200, AF7019, Affinity Biosciences, Cincinnati, OH, United States) and Ki67 antibody (1:200, AF1738, Beyotime, Beijing, China) were incubated overnight at 4 °C, washed three times (5 min/time) with PBS, and then incubated with DAKO REAL EnVision/HRP, Rabbit/Mouse (EVN) (K5007, Glostrup, Denmark) at 25-27 °C for 30 min, flushed with PBS three times (5 min/time) according to the manufactures’ instructions, developed, dehydrated, cleared, mounted and examined.

**Immunofluorescence**

The deparaffinized mouse stomach tissue sections underwent antigen retrieval with 10 mmol/L sodium citrate (pH 6.0), washed three times with PBS for 5 min each time, then with blocked with 10% normal goat serum at room temperature for 1 h, followed by overnight incubation with primary antibodies, such as anti-intrinsic factor antibody (1:10, ab171418, Abcam), anti-TFF2 antibody (1:100, ab203237, Abcam) and VEGF-B antibody (1:50, sc-101582, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, United States) at
4 °C, then washed three times with PBS for 5 min each time. Goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:100) was added to incubate at room temperature for 1 h and washed three times with PBS for 5 min each time. SABC-DyLight 488 (1:200) was added to incubate at room temperature for 1 h, and PBS washed for 5 min. The diluted DAPI (1:1000) was added to make nuclear condensation at room temperature for 3 min, PBS washed four times, 5 min each time, stained with fluorescence decay resistant medium, mounted and photographed.

**Reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction**

Total RNA was extracted according to the manufacturer’s instructions (LS1040, Promega Corporation, Shanghai, China). The PCR primers were as follows: TFF2 forward: 5’-CCTTGGTGTTTCCACCCACT-3’ and reverse, 5’-CCCACAATTCTTGC-GAGCTG-3’; GAPDH forward: 5’-ATGGTGAAGGTCGGTGTGAAC-3’ and reverse 5’-AATCTCCACTTTGCCACTGC-3’. Reverse transcription was performed using the reverse transcription (K1622, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States) and the Maxima™ SYBR Green/ROX qPCR Master Mix (2X) (K0221, Thermo Fisher Scientific) kits. The thermocycling conditions were as follows: 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and 60 °C for 1 min on an ABI Step One QPCR System (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, United States). GAPDH was used as an endogenous control, and the ΔΔCt method was used for TFF2 quantification.

**Fluorescence in situ hybridization for miR-7a-5p**

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) process was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (MK1030; Boster Biological Technology, Beijing, China). Ten-micrometer paraffin-embedded sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated, then incubated with proteinase and 1 mL 3% citric acid for 30 min at 37 °C, washed with PBS three times (5 min/time) and flushed with distilled water once for 5 min. Then, 20 μL prehybridization solution was added on each slide. To retain moisture, 20% glycerin was put into the dry hybridization chamber and incubated for 2 h at 37 °C. After the prehybridization, the excess liquid was absorbed. The locked nucleic acid probe (mmu-miR-7a-5p FISH probe, 5’FAM-ACAACAAAATCACTAGTCTTCCA-FAM3’) was dissolved with 47.5 μL nuclease-free water and diluted (1:100), added with 20 μL hybridization solution with oligonucleotide probe, incubated at 42 °C overnight, washed, nuclear stained with DAPI (1:1000), mounted and observed under a fluorescence microscope (MF31, MSHOT, Guangzhou, China).

**RESULTS**

**miR-7 was involved in TFF2-induced downregulation in SPEM lesions**

To determine if miR-7 is inhibited in the specimens of CAG, we first examined the potential SPEM tissue with hematoxylin and eosin staining [3]. Ten slides were selected and examined with immunohistochemistry (IHC). As it is reported, the clusterin-positive intestinal metaplasia does not express TFF2 in the gastric cancer tissue, whereas SPEM is a metaplasia mucous cell lineage with strong expression of TFF2 and clusterin [4,20]. As a result, the expression of TFF2 and clusterin in SPEM are upregulated compared to the normal stomach tissue with IHC and immunofluorescence (Figures 1 and 2). Also, the expression of Ki67 protein in the SPEM was significantly higher than that in the normal stomach tissue (P < 0.001) (Figure 3). It is consistent with the results in the previous animal experiments [23]. It implies that SPEM is actually the precancerous lesion with high proliferative activity.

In our previous study, the expression of miR-7 was significantly downregulated in gastric cancer tissue compared with the normal and adjacent tissue samples, which demonstrated that it was a tumor suppressor of gastric cancer [17]. Here, we sought to identify if miR-7 was dysregulated in the SPEM tissue. By FISH, the results showed that the expression of miR-7 in SPEM was lower than that in normal tissue (Figure 4). Furthermore, to confirm the relationship of miR-7 and TFF2, FISH was performed. The data showed that with the decreased expression of miR-7, the expression of TFF2 was upregulated in the tissue of SPEM (Figure 5). Our results may have major implications for understanding the occurrence and development of SPEM.

**YWXY administration could restore the expression of miR-7 by regulating TFF2**

We tested, for the first time, the hypothesis that YWXY acts on miR-7 regulating TFF2...
Figure 1 Immunohistochemical analysis of the expression of trefoil factor 2. A: Representative immunohistochemistry images of trefoil factor 2 in normal controls and spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia (× 200, × 400). B: The expression of trefoil factor 2 in spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia is much higher than that in normal controls ($bP < 0.01$). TFF2: Trefoil factor 2; SPEM: Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia.

Figure 2 Representative immunofluorescence images of clusterin. A: The expression of clusterin in normal controls and spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia by immunofluorescence (green: clusterin). B: The expression of clusterin in spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia is much higher than that in normal controls ($bP < 0.01$). SPEM: Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia.
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Figure 3 Immunohistochemical analysis of the expression of Ki67. A: Representative immunohistochemistry images of Ki67 in normal controls and spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia (SPEM) (200 ×, 400 ×). B: The expression of Ki67 in spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia is much higher than that in normal controls (P < 0.01). SPEM: Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia.

Expression of vascular endothelial growth factor-β and gastric intrinsic factor was restored with YWXY administration in the SPEM lesions

SPEM is a specific preneoplastic lesion, and cancer related pathways should be analyzed. Therefore, we detected the expression of VEGF-β with IHC, and the results showed that YWXY could restore the expression of VEGF-β, while statistical differences existed between the control and the model groups (P < 0.05) (Figure 9). Simultaneously, the cell proliferation was also detected with IHC. Unsurprisingly, the expression of gastric intrinsic factor (GIF) in the model group was scanty compared with the control. With the increased dosage of YWXY, the expression of GIF was restored (Figure 10).

DISCUSSION

Our research focused on the therapeutic effect of YWXY, and its mechanism of action for atrophy and IM have been interpreted[10,11]. However, it is conceivable that YWXY may play a role even in the prior neoplastic precursor, SPEM. Therefore, it was to inhibit SPEM. We induced SPEM in the mouse stomach by intraperitoneal administration of tamoxifen. The expression of Ki67 was higher in SPEM models than that in normal controls (Figure 6). Obviously, both YWXY decreased the expression of Ki67 compared to the model group (P < 0.05). These results imply that YWXY prevents the progression of precancerous lesions.

To address the hypothesis of the mechanism of YWXY inhibiting the progression of SPEM, we examined the expression of miR-7 with FISH and TFF2 with immunofluorescence. Our findings suggest that YWXY administration could restore the expression of miR-7. In addition, with high dosage of YWXY, there is an upward trend of miR-7 upregulation (Figure 7A). On the contrary, the expression of TFF2 was downregulated with YWXY administration compared to the healthy controls as measured by immunofluorescence (Figure 7B). The results show that the Chinese medicine YWXY has the ability to inhibit the development of SPEM, the mechanism of which might target miR-7 by mediating TFF2. In order to prove it, we compared the average fluorescence value of TFF2. Clearly, the expression of TFF2 in the model group was much higher than that in the control group (P < 0.001). Furthermore, intervening with YWXY could decrease the expression of TFF2 compared to the model (P < 0.001 in YWXY-H, P < 0.05 in YWXY-L) (Figure 8A). However, by reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction, we did not find any difference in the relative mRNA expression of TFF2 between the different groups (Figure 8B).
Figure 4 Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of microRNA-7 expression in spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia and normal controls. The expression of microRNA-7 was downregulated in spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia compared to in normal controls. SPEM: Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia; Mir-7: MicroRNA-7.

given to the tamoxifen-induced SPEM mice, and the therapeutic effect and underlying mechanisms were investigated.

It has been proven that two different SPEM mouse models induced by drug or chronic inflammation were identical. We chose a tamoxifen-induced reversible SPEM mouse model\cite{22}. SPEM was confirmed by the coexpression of TFF2, Mucin 6 and GIF \cite{23}. Clusterin was detected in all SPEM lineages, and it represented a specific marker of SPEM induction in the gastric oxyntic mucosa, whereas clusterin-positive IM cells do not express TFF2. Therefore, SPEM was identified with the positive coexpression of clusterin and TFF2 in our study\cite{4,20}.

In order to test the cell proliferation activity, Ki67 was detected. Interestingly, the cell proliferation at the interface between SPEM and intestinal metaplasia was more active than that in normal gastric mucosa, which was consistent with the results by Goldenring et al\cite{20}, implicating some evidence for the existence of IM emanating from SPEM. Recent studies have also highlighted the existence of SPEM and IM as useful biomarker for gastric cancer risk, and miR-7 has been identified as a tumor suppressor of gastric cancer\cite{12,14}. Therefore, miR-7 was compared between the normal and SPEM gastric mucosa. It is particularly exciting to implicate that the expression of miR-7 in SPEM was inhibited obviously compared with that in normal gastric mucosa of CAG patients, supporting the hypothesis that miR-7 has the potential to represent earlier regulatory events in the cascade to gastric cancer.

Recently, several investigations have focused on the role of miRNAs in the development of stomach metaplasia\cite{24-27}. The novelty of this study is the use of gastric specimens derived from CAG patients and healthy people. To our best knowledge, it is the first study to detect the expression of miR-7 and elucidate the potential mechanism of Chinese medicine mediated by microRNAs in SPEM. To test the idea that the profile of YWXY inhibiting activity from precursor to gastric malignancy was mediated by miR-7, the expression of Ki67 was discerned with a
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Figure 5 Representative fluorescence in situ hybridization images of microRNA-7 and trefoil factor 2 of human gastric mucosa (green: microRNA-7; red: trefoil factor 2; blue: DAPI). TFF2: Trefoil factor 2; SPEM: Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia; miR-7: MicroRNA-7.

tamoxifen-induced SPEM mouse model. We showed evidence that the expression of Ki67 was inhibited with YWXY compared to the control group. YWXY may inhibit cell proliferation to induce epigenetic modification of gastric mucosal genes. The expression of miR-7 was restored in the group with YWXY intragastric administration compared with the model group by FISH. On the other hand, downregulation of TFF2 was speculated in the YWXY group compared with the model group by immunofluorescence, whereas TFF2 mRNA levels were not significantly changed by reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction detection.

Studies revealed that TFF2 was a protective rapid response peptide coping with mucosal damage because of its motogenic effects in vitro and protective or healing effects in vivo[28,29]. Moreover, TFF2 was also considered to have protection against the progression of premalignant lesions in Helicobacter pylori-infected mice[30]. On the contrary, for those people who were Helicobacter pylori-infected gastric cancer relatives, there was no relation with the serum TFF2 levels and the presence of either IM or SPEM[31]. In our study, high levels of TFF2 were detected in the SPEM lesions of CAG patients and the mucosa of the SPEM mouse model. miR-7 might regulate the expression of TFF2 at the protein level but not the mRNA level.
Figure 6 Expression of Ki67 in normal murine gastric mucosa and spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia models. A: The expression of Ki67 was higher in the spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia model than that in the normal control. B: Yiwei Xiaoyu granules had higher proliferative inhibition ability than spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia models (\(a P < 0.05, c P < 0.001\)). YWXY-L: Low dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu granules; YWXY-H: High dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu granules.

VEGF-β as a parietal cell marker was illustrated to be downregulated in a tamoxifen-induced SPEM model at 3 d, whereas it recovered itself at 10 d and 21 d because of the rapid and reversible characteristics of the model\[^{32,33}\]. Also, previous studies have reported that aging impairs angiogenesis and reduces expression of VEGF, which could illustrate the development of SPEM responsible for wound healing after ulcer injury\[^{34-36}\]. In our study, with the YWXY intragastric administration for 10 d, the expression of VEGF-β was restored. Based on the acknowledgement of SPEM as a neoplastic precursor, it is conceivable that YWXY may inhibit the development and progression of SPEM by regulating VEGF-β.

Similarly, GIF was reported to locate in zymogenic chief cells at the base of control mice. The expression was downregulated significantly in the tamoxifen-induced mouse model\[^{32,37}\]. In our study, scant GIF was discerned in the model group. However, with YWXY intragastric administration, the expression of GIF was restored. Thus, we speculated that SPEM lesion as a precursor to intestinal metaplasia and gastric adenocarcinoma could be treated by YWXY in gastric gland bases.

**CONCLUSION**

We showed evidence that miR-7 downregulation is an early event in the cascade from metaplasia to gastric cancer and that it contributes to the establishment of an intestinal expression profile through regulation of TFF2 both in human gastric mucosa and an *in vivo* model.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study to use the SPEM mouse model to uncover the effectiveness and the potential mechanism of Chinese medicine for the precursor of gastric adenocarcinoma. We performed a preliminary experiment to validate that YWXY had the ability to inhibit cell proliferation and restore the expression of miR-7 by mediating TFF2 in SPEM lesions. Nevertheless, the detailed mechanism of YWXY to prevent and inhibit the development and progression of SPEM lesions should be examined carefully in our future experiments.
Figure 7 Expression of microRNA-7 and trefoil factor 2 in the murine gastric mucosa with Yiwei Xiaoyu granule administration. A: The expression of microRNA-7 for the spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia mice model was restored with Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules (YWXY) administration (green: microRNA-7). B: The expression of trefoil factor 2 for the spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia mice model was downregulated with Yiwei Xiaoyu administration. YWXY-H: High dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu granules; YWXY-L: Low dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu granules; TFF2: Trefoil factor 2; miR-7: MicroRNA-7.
Figure 8 Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules administration could restore the expression of microRNA-7 by regulating trefoil factor 2 as measured by immunofluorescence but not reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction. A: The expression of trefoil factor 2 in the model group was much higher than that in the control (P < 0.001). Intervening with Yiwei Xiaoyu granules (YWXY) could decrease the expression of trefoil factor 2 compared to the model (P < 0.001 in Yiwei Xiaoyu-High, *P < 0.05 in Yiwei Xiaoyu-Low); B: There was no difference in the relative mRNA expression of trefoil factor 2 in different groups by reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction. YWXY-H: High dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules; YWXY-L: Low dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules; TFF2: Trefoil factor 2; NS: Not significant.

Figure 9 The expression of vascular endothelial growth factor-β was restored with Yiwei Xiaooyu granule administration in the spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia lesions. A: The expression of vascular endothelial growth factor-β was upregulated with Yiwei Xiaoyu granules administration by immunohistochemistry measurement. B: Statistical differences existed between the control and the model (*P < 0.01). YWXY-H: High dose of Yiwei Xiaooyu Granules; YWXY-L: Low dose of Yiwei Xiaooyu Granules; VEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor.
Figure 10  The expression of gastric intrinsic factor was restored with Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules administration in the spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia lesions. A: The expression of gastric intrinsic factor was upregulated with Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules administration by immunohistochemistry. B: Statistics differences existed between the control and the model (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.001). YWXY: Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules; YWXY-H: High dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules; YWXY-L: Low dose of Yiwei Xiaoyu Granules; GIF: Gastric intrinsic factor.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS

Research background
Spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia (SPEM) is the first metaplastic lesion to evolve and probably progresses to intestinal metaplasia.

Research motivation
Our group proved that Yiwei Xiaoyu granules (YWXY) could improve the mucosa atrophy, intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia of chronic gastric gastritis in a clinical trial, while the specific mechanism of YWXY still remains largely unknown.

Research objectives
To elucidate microRNA-7-mediated preventive and inhibitive effects of YWXY in SPEM lesions.

Research methods
Gastric mucosa biopsies were collected both in human and in a tamoxifen-induced SPEM mouse model. Then immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence were performed to validate the SPEM lesions, and the potential mechanism was investigated. RNA transcripts were detected with reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction.

Research results
We showed evidence that microRNA-7 downregulation was an early event in the cascade from metaplasia to gastric cancer and that it contributed to the establishment of an intestinal expression profile through regulation of trefoil factor 2 both in human gastric mucosa and an in vivo model. We validated that YWXY had the ability of inhibiting the cell proliferation and restoring the expression of microRNA-7 by mediating trefoil factor 2 in SPEM lesions.

Research conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to use the SPEM mouse model to uncover the effectiveness and potential mechanism of Chinese medicine for the
precursor of gastric adenocarcinoma.

Research perspectives

Nevertheless, the detailed mechanism of YWXY to prevent and inhibit the development and progression of SPEM lesions should be examined carefully in our next experiment. We believe it shows great potential for drug development to prevent and treat precancerous lesions.
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